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SUMMARY OF PROJECT
Data Base Management and Analysis of Fisheries in Illinois (Project F-69-R(1-3)) is a continuation
of F-46-R with significant additions. A statewide system of creel surveys was implemented and
resulted in 52 annual, daytime creels and 13 nightime creels being completed on impoundments
ranging from 13 to 18,900 acres. A highly stratified random design produced 95% confidence
limits of ±10-30% of mean total harvest and ±5-15% of total angling effort for most of the daytime
creel surveys. Comprehensive software packages were developed for statistical analyses of creel
surveys and incorporation of creel data into the State Fisheries Analysis System data base.
The Final report is divided into four Aquatic Ecology Technical Reports 90/9 through 90/12. The
'Manual for Fish Population Surveys (DOC9 package) for the District Fisheries Analysis System
(FAS)' (90/9) updates the package of data entry and analysis at the District level, which has so far
provided data from 231 state-managed impoundments that occupy 14 Mbytes on the statewide data
base. The 'Creel Survey Manual for the District Fisheries Analysis System (FAS)' (90/10) is a
major update on the package for statistical analysis and reporting of creels. The State Fisheries
Analysis System (State FAS)' (90/11) describes the layout and function of the fish population
survey and creel data components of the statewide data base, the procedure for uploading creel
summary data, and output programs. Finally, 'The Fisheries Analysis System (FAS): Creel
Survey and Lake Analyses' (90/12) contains an analysis of precision of creel surveys, a study that
predicts numbers of active anglers from car lot counts by season and lake type, an analysis of the
diurnal variation of anglers by season to correct for bias in fishing intensity estimates, and an
update on the lake documentation program.
This technical report is part of the final report of Project F-69-R (1-3), Data Base Management and
Analysis of Fisheries in Impoundments, which was conducted under a memorandum of
understanding between the Illinois Department of Conservation and the Board of Trustees of the
University of Illinois. The actual work was performed by the Illinois Natural History Survey, a
division of the Department of Energy and Natural Resources. The project was supported through
Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration (Dingell-Johnson) by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
the Illinois Department of Conservation, and the Illinois Natural History Survey. The form,
content, and data interpretation are the responsibility of the University of Illinois and the Illinois
Natural History Survey, and not that of the Illinois Department of Conservation.
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PREFACE
The data-base and programs of CREEL90 have been developed as part of the District Fisheries
Analysis System (DISTRICT FAS) to accommodate the typical recreational fishery survey
conducted by many state natural resource agencies. This manual is a major update on Aquatic
Ecology Technical Report 87/12. New features include outputs for supplementary data, completed
trip information, and length frequencies. The CREEL90 system allows flexible survey design, data
input, storage, and calculation of a variety of important statistics that managers require. As a part
of the FAS system, CREEL90 runs on an Apple //e microcomputer and uses General Manager m as
the data-base management system. Interface software for an enhanced system is described. All
programs are written in Applesoft BASIC™ and have been designed to be easily used and are, for
the most part, interactive with the user.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and Start Up
Creel surveys are designed on selected lake fisheries to obtain harvest, catch, fishing effort, size
structure of catch, and other information useful for management. Each annual creel is analyzed
from a separate CREEL90 data base using enhanced Apple //e equipment identical to that used for
the DOC9 part of FAS (Bayley et al. 1990a). Outputs from this package are uploaded to the State
FAS (Sobaski and Bayley 1990) so that information from creels and population surveys from
multiple years and lakes can be tabulated and analyzed (Bayley and Austen 1989). A preliminary
analysis of creel outputs and ancillary studies are available (Bayley et al. 1990b).
This manual is organized on the premise that District Managers receive data disks after the Illinois
Natural Historty Survey have designed the creel, entered and checked data, and performed
standard analyses. The District Managers can use the following chapters as a guide and reference
for obtaining outputs from individual creels. Details of creel design and statistical approach, data
entry , and preliminary data processing are described in Appendices A, B, and C, respectively.
This information is provided so that the Illinois Department of Conservation, or any other agency,
could operate the whole process.
The Ramfactor/3.5-in. disk system described below improves the capacity and performance of the
Apple //e computer. The original hardware system developed under F-46-R (and described in
Appendix G in (Bayley et al. 1990a)) can be used with CREEL software, but is not recommended
for creel analyses, except on small data sets that occupy less than 280 kbytes..
Materials Required
Hardware:
Apple //e Computer with monochrome monitor, plus
1-MByte RAMFACTORmT
RAMCHARGER TM battery backup (optional)
1-4 3.5-in.disk drives (1 controller for every two drives needed)
2 5.25-in. disk drives (plus 1 controller)
C.Itoh Prowriter (8510 series) printer
Graphicard interface
An accelerator is optional but recommended
A heavy duty power supply is recommended and may be necessary when an accelerator is
added
Software:
Creel Ramfactor Loader Disk (all on one 3.5-in. disk) containing:
General Manager m (PC Manager, Inc., 64 E. Ashley Ave., P.O. Box 567,Driggs, ID 83422-
0567),
Standard Creel Working Programs
Completed Trip/Supplementary/Length-Frequency Working Programs
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FORTH GRAPHICS containing ISYS FORTHTm (Illyes Systems, P.O. Box 2516, Station A,
Champaign, IL 61820; (217)359-6039)
Diversi-DOS T (optional) (DSR, Inc., 34880 Bunker Hill, Farmington, MI 48018-2728)
Figure 1 describes the novel features of the hardware and where programs and data reside.
Start Up (If Ramfactor is already loaded with programs, go to 2.)
1. Put 3.5" Creel Ramfactor Loader Disk in drive 1 (leave 5.25" Drive 1 empty).
2. Turn Apple //e on. If the 5.25-in. drive continues to spin you have an earlier machine. In this
case press CTRL-RESET and the Applesoft prompt appears on the screen. Then press PR#5
<RETURN> to boot 3.5" disk if you are loading new programs into Ramfactor. Otherwise, press
PR#7 <RETURN>, then <RETURN> again, to boot Ramfactor and go to 7.
3. The Ramfactor Loader Menu allows the following choices to load to Ramfactor:
(1) GM with inverse labels
(2) GM without inverse labels
(3) COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ WORKING PGMS.
(4) STANDARD CREEL OUTPUT WORKING PGMS.
(5) Same as (4)
(6) Backup this Ramfactor Loader 3.5" disk
(this option overwrites all Ramfactor contents)
(7) Exit to Ramfactor
The General Manager (GM) Master program (choice (1) or (2)) is always loaded in ramdrive 2
(slot 7, drive 2) of Ramfactor (Figure 1), whereas choice (3), (4), or (5) will load working
programs in ramdrive 1 (slot 7, drive 1) of Ramfactor.
4. Press (1) or (2) <RETURN>, depending on your machine. (If the GM master is already loaded
in the Ramfactor, this is unnecessary). For the older, non-enhanced machines use option 1, for the
newer enhanced machines use option 2.
5. Press (3) or (4) <RETURN> as desired.
6. Press (7) <RETURN>, then <RETURN> again to boot Ramfactor. The Ramfactor Menu will
appear.
7. If you wish to transfer any GM data, such as copying data from disk to Ramfactor, press 1.
(GM DISK UTILITIES menu will appear). To exit the UTILITIES menu select option 1 and
continue with step 8.
8. Press 5., 6., or 7. in the Ramfactor Menu to select the current location of your GM data base.
The current selection is indicated by an inverse SELECTED sign on the right side. Option 5. for
accessing GM data in the 3.5-in. drive is the default.
9. Press 4. in the Ramfactor Menu to boot GM, then follow the instructions in Chapter 2, if you
loaded (3) COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ WORKING PGMS., or Chapter 3, if you loaded (4) or
(5) STANDARD CREEL OUTPUT WORKING PGMS..
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The RAMCHARGER TM battery backup will hold all programs in Ramfactor when your Apple
is switched off, even during a power cut of 8 hours or more. Therefore, under normal
circumstances only steps 2. and 7. to 9. are necessary. Do not depend on Ramfactor to store your
data: keep an original 3.5-in. (or 5.25-in.) disk plus a backup on another disk of all your data.
Data Base Design
Each block (Figure 2) represents a screen in the General Managerm CREEL90 data base and
is composed of related information. The screens can be logically divided into five categories: (1)
permanent information in screens 1, 2, 3, and 13 (Figure 3, Appendix F); (2) stratum design
information in screen 4 (Figure 4); (3) sampling dates in screen 5 (Figure 4); (4) instantaneous
count data in screen 6 (Figure 4); and (5) angler interview data in screens 7-12 (Figure 5).
Appendix B describes data entry.
Output programs to summarize the data and obtain estimates of pertinent creel survey
parameters are divided into two groups. Completed Trip/Supplementary/Length-Frequency
Working Programs (option 3 in Ramfactor uploader disk menu) are described in Chaper 2.
Standard Creel Working Programs (option 4 in Ramfactor uploader disk menu), which use the
statistical calculations in Appendix A, are described in Chapter 3. These packages are independent
and can be run in any order.
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Completed Trip/Supplementary/Length-Frequency Outputs
A single program (COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ) outputs in tabular form a variety of
summaries, and optionally saves length frequency information for other tabular or graphical
outputs. Related programs on this ramdisk are described at the end of this chapter.
Follow instructions in Chapter 1, loading (3) (COMP. TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ WORKING
PGMS) in step 5. If you already have other working programs loaded in Ramfactor, exit to BASIC
(Option 3.) from the Ramfactor Main Menu, insert a copy of the Creel Ramfactor Upload Disk into
your 3.5" drive, type 'PR#5' to boot the loader disk, and continue with step 5. in Chapter 1.
The user program COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ works directly off your GM database.
Consequently, your processing time will be significantly decreased if you load your database up
into the Ramfactor using GM DISK UTILITIES (step 7. Chap. 1) before running
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ.
Having booted GM, work your way through the GM menus to RUN USER PROGRAM (as
you would to run FAS programs in DOC9), select the CREEL90 Blank-forms (CREEL blank-
forms will work for data bases prior to 1990), then choose the program CREEL OUTPUT
[SUPP.] select one of the following programs:
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ program (Software by Peter B. Bayley)
A single run of this program produces statistics (Table 1) on:
(a) Durations of completed trips broken down by boat and shore anglers,
(b) Proportion of total interviews that were completed trips (split interviews of incomplete
trips are counted as separate interviews),
(c) Supplementary information: distance travelled by anglers to the lake, success rating (1-10)
by the angler of the fishing on that day, and numbers of illegal harvests noted by the clrek,
(d) A breakdown of interviews by 'species sought' (the species or species group [Appendix
G] that the angler or angler-party is seeking),
(e) Frequencies of party size per boat and shore party.
(f) Frequencies of completed trips by numbers of fish harvested and released (or caught =
harvested+released) for up to three species or species groups (specifically BSS, CRP, LEP,
and MUS: Appendix E)
(g) Length frequencies on up to three selected taxa stored for other output programs.
Chapter 2.
This program can utilize subsets of the annual creel, such as interviews exclusively from
particular species sought (up to 4 combinations) and/or from any combination of year periods and
sections. Stratification is not utilized in this program. We recommend that you play with this
program using a small subset of a data base. It is largely self-instructive and is easier to use than
trying to first understand the instructions.
The following steps direct you through the program and summarize how it works:
1. You are asked whether you want to analyze all interviews irrespective of species sought. Press
<RETURN> for this question to accept the default of 'Y'. Otherwise, you are asked to select up to
four species sought for inclusion in the analysis. For species groups use only those in group (2) of
Appendix H.
2. Next, to accompany Harvest select 'RELEASED' or 'CAUGHT'. RELEASED is
recommended for this program. To do this press simply press <RETURN>. If you wanted to run
'CAUGHT' instead, you'd press either the down-arrow or either side arrow key. When doing this
you'll see the inverse arrow on the left of the screen move to position itself in front of 'CAUGHT.
Once you have the arrow properly positioned press <RETURN>.
3. You're then asked to enter six fish species or group codes. The first three codes entered, #1 -
#3, are for taxa-specific completed trip analysis (see (f) and Table 1). Use only species codes
(Appendix G) or group codes (3 in Appendix H).
The program looks through all completed trip interviews for the sections and year periods
selected (this selection process occurs later in the program right before processing begins) and for
each interview calculates the average number of fish harvested and released per party member for
the three species of fish that you specify. For instance, where you specify LMB, BLG and CCF,
and a completed trip party of 3 reports 6 LMB harvested, 12 LMB released, 12 BLG harvested, 0
released, and no CCF caught; the program calculates the average harvests/releases as: 2 LMB
harv., 4 LMB released, 4 BLG harv., 0 BLG released and 0 CCF harvested or released. The
program will then include these 3 among the number of anglers listed for 2 LMB harvested, 4
LMB released, 4 BLG harvested and 0 for BLG released and CCF harvest/released on the "# FISH
HARVESTED/RELEASED BY # ANGLER-COMPLETED TRIP FOR DIFFERENT TAXA"
table of the supplementary output (Table 1).
By default the first of these species codes is the group code for black bass, 'BSS'. To change
this simply type over this code with the code of the species that you want to analyze. When
entering species codes you'll be asked if each code entered is correct. Press <RETURN> if it is. If
not enter 'N' and press <RETURN>. You'll then see a display of the code that you entered. Type
over this with the correct code and press <RETURN>. If this is then correct press
<RETURN> again.
After entering each taxa code, you're given the option to specify a length to restrict the fish
included for that species in the completed trip analysis (e.g. entering '>30' selects all data for fish
equal to or over 30 cm long, or '<40' for fish less than 40 cm long). Only pressing <RETURN>
results in no length limit being applied.
4. In the lower half of the same screen under #4 through #6, you are asked to enter species codes
for three species for storing length frequencies as RLF files (see your DOC9 documentation).
Typically you would enter the same species codes as those entered for the previous step, but this is
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not required. The program looks through the database accessing all interview data for the year
periods, sections, and specified species sought and stores the total number of fish harvested and
released for each cm size group and taxa entered. These data can then be saved in auxiliary memory
on the Ramfactor where they can later be accessed using the Forth Graphics option on the
Supplementary output program menu to produce length-frequency histograms, or used in the Stock
Index Table program (see below).
If length frequencies are desired for less than three taxa, press <RETURN> in response to
prompts for additional taxa.
5. The LAKE and the YEAR are displayed to confirm the database being accessed. Press
<RETURN> to confirm both of these.
6. You are requested to specify which year periods and sections should be selected from the
database. A table is displayed with 1's corresponding to all combinations of year periods and
sections. Eliminate any year period-section combination that you don't wish to include by moving
the '>' cursor (using the arrow keys) to the number to be eliminated, press <RETURN> to display
that number in inverse, then enter '0' (zero) and press <RETURN>. Be sure to eliminate any
combinations excluded from our standard analysis for the annual creel. Now press 'G' to start the
analysis.
The INHS uses this program to flag certain errors. As the program searches through the
database it will flag errors such as improper linking of Split Completed Trips (such as linking a
Boat and Shore interview together with the same code). Also any cases where the first of the three
species has a completed trip party harvesting or releasing more than 15+ fish/party member or 31+
fish/party member for the second and third species/species groups entered, the Julian Day and
Stratum Number of that interview will be printed. We check these flags with field data sheets, and
correct if necessary. For some species and lakes, values exceeding 15 or 30 are accepted as being
realistic. These will still be printed.
You will observe (2nd page of output, Table 1) that the first species (by default BSS) has data
displayed only up to 15+ fish/angler. This restriction on the number displayed for the first species
is solely to allow three species to be printed across on the page since there is only room for 5
columns. Thus the first species code entered should be for a species that has low catch rates (such
as LMB, NOP, MUE, etc.). Choosing a species such as WHC or group code such as CRP or LEP
for the first species in the list will probably result in an excessive number of interviews being
flagged as potentially having too many fish per angler.
7. After the program has run through the entire database, you are notified by a triple beep. Press
<RETURN> to continue to the output portion of the program. Now position the arrow to choose
the output method of PRINTER and press <RETURN>. (There is a SCREEN option for preview
if desired).
8. You are then asked to enter a title for the report. For the interim report you can type a line such
as:
REPORT FOR <lake name> 1990 DAY CREEL. DATA THRU 6/15.
A printout will then be produced providing your printer is turned on.
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9. After the printout, you'll be asked "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE L.FREQ DATA IN AUX.
MEMORY IN RAMFACTOR?". Press <RETURN> to accept the default of YES (Y').
You'll then see a small menu, AUX. MEMORY IN RAMFACTOR POINTER CONTROL,
displayed. The actions of this menu relate to the current contents of the auxiliary memory in the
Ramfactor (Figure 1). The Creel supplementary program makes use of this additional RAM to
store RLF length frequency files just as in the DOC9 package. Before saving any files, the
POINTER MENU (see Appendix D) allows you to avoid writing over existing files. After exiting
POINTER MENU, the name of the Harvest RLF file created for the first species specified for
length-frequency analysis will be displayed. You are then given the option to save this file in
auxiliary memory. Pressing <RETURN> selects the default of 'Y'. You will then see a display of
the amount of available memory remaining in auxiliary memory, followed by the name of the next
RLF file assembled by the program (the RELEASED file for the first species). Continue to press
<RETURN> until all RLF files desired are saved in auxiliary memory.
When COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ runs through the database gathering length-frequency
information (i.e., information on the number of fish per centimeter size group ), it optionally saves
two files per taxa specified in step 4. The first file saved for each species contains the Length
Frequency data for Harvested fish. These files appear in auxiliary memory under the format:
RLF <Species three letter code>/HARVES=<year of creel>=<name of lake> (e.g. RLF
BSS/HARVES=90=GEORGE)
The corresponding file contains length frequency data for RELEASED fish (or catch data if
CAUGHT was specified to accompany Harvest at the beginning of the program). This file follows
the same naming convention as Harvest, with the substitution of "RELEAS" or "CATCH" for
"HARVES" (e.g. RLF BSS/RELEAS=90-GEORGE).
When the maximum number of three species is analyzed during a single run of
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ, six RLF length frequency files are created that can be optionally
stored in the Ramfactor's auxiliary memory. More files can be added from successive runs.
Outputs from length frequency files
CHECK AUX.MEMORY allows you to inspect file names present in auxiliary memory and
the amount of space remaining. TRANSFER AUX=>DOS transfers files from auxiliary memory
to a standard DOS3.3-formatted 5.25-in. disk and is the same program as described in the DOC9
package. Auxiliary memory is descibed in Appendix D.
Length Frequencies from CREEL can be shown graphically by accessing RLF files with the
same FORTH graphics package as you have used with DOC9. FORTH is available from the
CREEL OUTPUT [SUPP.] menu as well as from the Ramfactor Menu for the
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ working programs. A series of histograms from a mixture of
CREEL and DOC9 RLF files can be shown on the same print-out. See Appendix E for detailed
instructions about preparing histograms.
The STOCK INDICES-DOC9/CREEL program works just like STOCK INDEX TABLE that
is described in the DOC9 manual, except that this program flags the data that originated from creel
information and automatically prefixes the labels in RLF files stored in auxiliary memory.
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As explained in the previous section, the prefixes to RLF files from creels contain "RELEAS",
"CATCH", or "HARVES" (e.g. RLF BLG/RELEAS=90=-GEORGE). When the Stock Index
Table is printed, each row of data from a creel length frequency is identified with a "RELEAS",
"CATCH", or "HARVES" message under the species code. Any length frequencies from DOC9
data must have the RLF title beginning with the species code followed by any character other than a
forward slash, otherwise it would be interpreted as a creel file. For example, a correct label for a
file from DOC9 would be RLF BLG.90GEORGE.
STOCK INDICES-DOC9/CREEL can be run without a GM data base, or with a DOC9 data
base. Creel data must always be obtained from RLF files, whereas DOC9 data can be obtained
directly from the DOC9 data base and/or from RLF files complied during a previous run of L-
FREQ/CONDITION in the DOC9 package (see DOC9 Manual). SELECT CRITERIA is available
for this purpose. Therefore, you can have a mixture of RLF files originating from CREEL and
DOC9 in auxiliary memory, and DOC9 data available directly, and print them out in the same table.
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Standard Creel Outputs
Standard creel outputs include detailed statistics on harvest, catch (harvest + released), fishing
effort, and harvest and/or catch per unit effort. They provide the essential fisheries information for
managers and researchers and are the primary reason for conducting creel surveys. A
comprehensive stratified random design (Appendix A) provides reasonable confidence intervals
(Bayley et al. 1990b) for the investment.
District Managers receive CREEL90 GM data disks that have had their group length
frequencies 'degrouped' (Appendix B). Standardized analyses on the annual creel completed by
INHS will have been distributed (see Tables 2,3). These printouts should be available for
consultation.
The following instructions only make sense if you are running an example on
your system
STATCALC Program (software by Mark Thompson)
STATCALC is the 'workhorse' program that extracts data and performs most of the
calculations. STATCALC stores intermediate data in a DOS3.3 text file which is used by FINAL-
EFFORT and FINAL-CATCH to produce printed outputs. Therefore, before running
STATCALC, have a 5.25" diskette formatted with DOS 3.3 (you can use a program such as
DIVERSI-COPY to do this) in Drive 2 and have your printer on. (If you've been printing length
frequency histograms just prior to uploading the STATCALC program and haven't turned your
printer off then back on, do so before starting the printout from STATCALC. Failure to do this
results in a printout done in compressed text, which is very difficult to read.
f you are starting from scratch, follow instructions 1 through 9 in Chapter 1, loading option (4)
(STANDARD CREEL OUTPUT WORKING PGMS.) in step 5. If you are already in Ramfactor
but need to change working programs in ramdrive 1, exit to BASIC (Option 3) from the Ramfactor
Main Menu, insert a copy of the Creel Ramfactor Loader Disk into your 3.5" drive, type 'PR#5' to
boot the Upload disk, press PR#7 <RETURN> to boot Ramfactor, and continue with step 3. in
Chapter 1.
STATCALC works directly off your GM database. Consequently, if the creel is on a single
disk your processing time will be significantly decreased if you load your database up into the
Ramfactor using GM DISK UTILITIES (step 7, Chapt. 1) before running STATCALC. Creels on
larger lakes require data bases chained across two or more 3.5-in. disks. An appropriate number of
drives for the largest creel in the district are supplied to each District Manager. A 1-Mbyte
Ramfactor can only contain data from one disk (700 kbytes). However, managers who regularly
need to analyze large creels are being furnished with 3-Mbyte versions so that 20 volumes (=4 3.5-
in. disks) can be uploaded.
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Chapter 3.
Having booted GM, work your way through the GM menus to RUN USER PROGRAM (as
you would to run FAS programs in DOC9), select CREEL90 Blank-forms, then choose the
program CREEL OUTPUT, select STATCALC, and follow these directions:
1. A 3-option menu with the criteria (stored in the CREEL CRITERIA file) from the last dataset
analyzed by STATCALC are displayed. In order to reset the criteria for the current dataset select
option 1 (CHANGE CRITERIA).You are then requested to enter up to 9 species for separate
analysis (all other species are combined automatically and later output as 'MSC' for
miscellaneous). Only species codes (Appendix G) are allowed; any group codes, e.g., MUS, LEP,
BSS, are forbidden in this list. Once the desired criteria are set, STATCALC redisplays its main
menu with the new criteria. If the current criteria are satisfactory, select option 2 to proceed to the
next step.
2. You are then asked if you want to select data from a specific subset of creel clerks. This is used
for data checking at INHS. Select the default 'N' (press <RETURN> directly for speed) to select
data from all creel clerks.
3. Then you may optionally select data from anglers who have declared that they are seeking
particular species (=species sought). If you want to utilize data from all anglers, select the default
'N'. If you answered 'Y', you may then enter up to 9 codes for species or group code (2 in
Appendix H). For example, you may select WHC, BLC, CRP, and BWH. STATCALC will select
only those interviews of fishermen who have declared any one of these as species sought. In a lake
with mixed species of crappie, this list would ensure that all fishermen sampled who were targeting
crappie would be selected. Remember that many anglers respond with ANY, and the self-
appointed specialists are not necessarily catching most of the species concerned, nor do they
always get the best catch per effort. Output from COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L-FREQ (Chap. 2) lists how
many anglers were seeking particular taxa and may help you decide whether meaningful summaries
can be obtained from given species or species groups.
4. STATCALC enables the 'coalescing' of strata, which means the joining together of two or
more strata to form one stratum.
For example, there may be three successive year-period strata, 1 (March 15-April 8), 2 (April
9-April 30), and 3 (May 1- June 15), in the creel design. Insufficient samples may have been
obtained during stratum 2 for it to be analyzed as an independent unit. If stratum 3 is estimated to
be more similar in harvest rate to stratum 2 than stratum 1, then strata 2 and 3 are 'coalesced' into a
single stratum. This loses some statistical precision in the final result, but avoids a serious bias.
Deciding on coalescing strategy, when it is necessary, can be complicated, in particular on large
lakes. Therefore, we strongly recommend that District Managers follow the coalescing scheme that
we have devised for each creel, which is evident from the harvest or catch printed outputs (Table 3)
from the standardized analysis supplied by INHS.
Day-periods and/or day-types (weekday or weekend/holiday) can be coalesced. However these
coalescing decisions apply to all year-period and section strata and are infrequently employed.
Therefore, you will normally respond to "RETAIN OR COALESCE DAY PERIOD STRATA?"
and "RETAIN OR COALESCE WEEKDAY/WEEKEND STRATA?" with the default 'R' for
retain (press <RETURN> directly for speed), unless the print out (Table 3) indicates otherwise.
Output is automatically given for coalesced boat and shore anglers in addition to the boat-and-
shore-stratified data.
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Any combination of year-period and section strata can be coalesced. Any such coalescing is
shown at the top of the standardized print-outs (Tables 2,3). Respond with a 'C to the question
"RETAIN ALL OF THE MAIN STRATA OR COALESCE SOME OF THEM?". We recommend
this for beginners even if no strata coalescing is indicated. You are then asked which file number
you wish to save under (GROUP 1, GROUP 2, etc.). Any file of the same title on your 5.25-in.
disk will be overwritten. Normally, there is only room for two such text files on a single disk.
A table is then displayed with a different number corresponding to each combination (=stratum) of
year-period and section. If no coalescing of strata is required, proceed with 5.
You need to specify which year periods and sections should be coalesced or not analyzed. Any
two or more strata that should be coalesced need to be labelled by a unique number, which must be
an integer greater than zero. (These numbers are merely labels for the current run, they are not
related to the numbers in Screen 4 of CREEL90.) By retaining one of the original stratum numbers
and altering the numbers of the other strata to that same stratum number, you will ensure that each
coalesced group will be identified by a unique number. Move the '>' cursor (using the arrow keys)
to the number to be changed, press <RETURN> to display that number in inverse, then enter the
new number and press <RETURN>. Proceed with 5.
If no coalescing of year-period and section strata was selected in step 4., (i.e., you responded
with an 'R' to "RETAIN ALL OF THE MAIN STRATA OR COALESCE SOME OF THEM?")
you are asked "DO YOU WANT TO START WITH ALL THE STRATA IN THE SAME
GROUP?". Press <RETURN> to choose the default 'Y' and a text file called GROUP 1 will be
saved on your prepared 5.25-in. disk upon completion of the run. If you respond 'N',which we
do not recommend for beginners, a table is displayed with a default setting of 1 for all strata. This
does not mean that all strata are to be coalesced, but rather that all data are to be combined in a text
file called GROUP 1 and saved on your prepared 5.25-in. disk. Changing any of these numbers
will cause separate group files corresponding to strata identified by corresponding numbers to be
saved.
5. Eliminate any year period-section combination that should not be included in the analysis by
entering a '0' (zero) as the number for that combination. Be sure to eliminate any combinations
excluded from our standard analysis for the annual creel. Press 'G' to continue.
6. You will normally respond to the next question, "DO YOU WANT A REPORT OF
SUBSTRATA DETAILS?" with the default, "N". The 'details' comprise an optional print-out
showing data (CATCH or HARVEST by numbers or weight for some or all species selected) from
every combination of strata. This output is useful for research into improving precision (and
selecting strata to coalesce) and is not expected to be useful for managers. If you answered 'N',
skip step 7.
7. Answer with the default 'N' to the question "DO YOU WANT TO PRINT JUST B/S
COALESCED?" Press <RETURN> to select the default 'N'. The program now requires half an
hour or more to run and terminate without further interaction.
Do not be worried about errors when learning how to define coalescing in 4, because all
decisions are output in the final outputs. Learn with a small data base (or selected subset of data) to
save time.
When STATCALC is completed, no further access to the GM data base is required - all the data
is condensed into the DOS text file on the 5.25" disk. Final outputs may be obtained by running
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FINAL-EFFORT and FINAL-CATCH programs selected from the CREEL OUTPUT menu.
These programs access the DOS text file (called GROUP 1 by default) which should remain in
Drive 2.
Final-Effort Program (software by Mark Thompson)
FINAL-EFFORT outputs separate statistics for each day-period, giving summaries for boat,
shore, and combined boat/shore fishing by weekday and weekend/holiday (Table 2). The DOS text
file that STATCALC saved should still be in Drive 2.
It is easy to run this program. Enter the number of the group file that you wish to analyze
(GROUP 1 is the default), select "PRODUCE AN EFFORT TABLE' from the Main Menu, and
select the 'P for the printout option. Normally, the default FULL DAY output should be selected.
The alternative ENTIRE output contains a breakdown by day-period, plus the full day.
Processing time for this report is generally about 5 minutes. After the printout is completed the
program will return to its Main Menu. Choose option 3 to Exit the program or Option 2 to rerun the
program using a different GROUP file. If you choose Option 2 and the GROUP file is on a
different disk, switch disks before typing in the number of the new GROUP file to be analyzed.
This program outputs boat and shore angler data as stratified and coalesced. The coalesced data
is rarely recommended.
Final-Catch Program (software by Mark Thompson)
FINAL-CATCH outputs separate sheets for harvest and catch (harvest+released) (Table 3).
Separate released data was not selected as an option because of greater uncertainty due to complete
reliance on the angler's reports.
Although FINAL-CATCH has more options than FINAL-EFFORT, it is just as easy to run.
The beginning is identical to FINAL-EFFORT. First enter the number of the GROUP file required
or press <RETURN> to choose the default number of '1'.
The Main Menu for FINAL-CATCH now appears. If you entered the wrong number for the
GROUP file (note that the Group file selected is displayed above the 'OPTIONS:' line) you can
select Option 2 to reenter the GROUP file number. This can also be done in FINAL-EFFORT.
Now select option 1, "PRODUCE A HARVEST/CATCH AND CPUE TABLE". You're then
asked if you want screen, printer, or (in later versions of this program) disk output. Enter 'P and
press <RETURN> to obtain a hardcopy output.
Next you're asked if you want the entire report or just the totals page. NEVER choose the
ENTIRE report unless you have a lot of paper and time on your hands, because this produces
about 36 pages of detailed catch and harvest information. The four page Totals report will normally
be sufficient, so press <RETURN> to select the default 'T for Totals.
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Finally you are asked to select 'E' for English only, 'M' for metric only, or 'B' to provide both
metric and English output for the display of fish weight information. The default is for English
only.
The processing time for this report is generally about 5-10 minutes. After the printout is
completed the program will return to its Main Menu. Choose option 3 to Exit the program or
Option 2 to rerun the program using a different GROUP file.
The FINAL-CATCH output contains four tables, of which one example is shown in Table 3.
These tables are HARVEST for BOAT/SHORE COALESCED, CATCH for BOAT/SHORE
COALESCED, HARVEST for BOAT/SHORE STRATIFIED, and CATCH for BOAT/SHORE
STRATIFIED. The first two of these four, containing the BOAT/SHORE COALESCED outputs,
would normally be discarded because they are usually less precise estimates. The 95% confidence
intervals represent the range within which the true mean value would be expected to fall 19 times
out of 20 creels on the same lake with the same fish and anglers.
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Statistical Design and Calculation of each Creel
Design
The design is based on a stratified random design after Cochran (1963). The strata are as
follows (maximum numbers of categories per stratum in parentheses):
Year-period (12)
Section (physical division of the lake) (10)
Day-period (time period within a day) (3)
Angler-type (boat or shore) (2)
Day-type (weekday or weekend/holiday) (2)
Year-periods are defined according to expected changes in angling intensity rather than by
arbitrary time periods such as calendar months. This flexibility also permits times of day-periods to
be adjusted according to changes in daylight hours and year-periods to correspond to distinct
activities such as ice fishing.
A section is defined as an area of the lake where (1) an 'instantaneous' count of anglers can be
made within 60 minutes and (2) the area is of particular interest or may have a distinct harvest rate
or angling intensity, e.g., a warm-water arm of a cooling lake.
Day-periods have been used because diurnal changes in both effort and catch rate are evident.
During warmer months, catch rates tend to be higher early and late in the day. During week-days,
effort is higher outside normal working hours. On some creels a separate night period is defined
and analyzed as a separate data base.
Three 'primary statistical units' are calculated for each day-period sampled in each section and
by angler-type: (1) the angling effort (e.g., angler-hours of shore anglers), (2) harvest or catch
(=harvested plus released fish) (e.g., harvest of bluegill by boat anglers), and (3) harvest- or catch-
per-unit-effort (or catch rate, in terms of numbers or weight of fish per angler-hour).
The day is divided into morning (day-period 1), mid-day (day-period 2), and evening (day-
period 3). For example, from May to September day-period 1 ends at 1000 hours and day-period 2
at 1600 hours. Only interviews whose time falls within the limits of each day-period are included
in the appropriate day-period stratum. If an angler had started fishing during a previous day-
period, he or she is asked to 'split' the information from their trip by differentiating between catch
and harvest during the previous period(s) and that taken during the current period. On occasions
when an angler is unable to do this, the total data are allocated to the current day-period. ('Split
interviews' that comprise a completed trip are tagged in the data base so that statistics relating to
completed trips can be computed (Chapter 2); in the Standard Creel analysis presented here data
from all trips, whether completed or not, are included.)
Within a section and day-period, the clerk begins interviews going clockwise or
counterclockwise depending on the toss of a coin. He or she attempts to interview all angling
parties. If this is not possible, they are required to interview systematically (every second or third
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party) in an attempt to cover the whole area. A mid-point is identified for each section. If this point
is not reached by half time, the second half of the day-period commences from that point. In
sections with access points, the last 30 min of the day-period are reserved for making completed
trip interviews. In a minority of lakes, there is a single access point from which the clerk can be
fully occupied obtaining most interviews from completed trips.
Clerks measure all fish harvested, except when large numbers of a species within a narrow size
range are encountered. In such cases a subsample is measured and the remainder counted and
recorded as a 'group count' along with the minimum and maximum length. Group counts are
subsequently processed by allocating frequencies to 1-cm length groups in proportion to the length
distribution of that species in the particular lake and during the appropriate time of year (Appendix
C). Lengths are converted to weights using parameters derived from length/weight regressions of
corresponding species from fish population surveys (DOC9 data bases) across the state (Appendix
F) or on the lake concerned.
The creel survey design and work schedule is based on randomly chosen day-periods in each
stratum combination of day-period, day-type, section, and year-period (e.g., day-period 3 on
week-days in the east arm during 1 May-15 June). It is not convenient for most creel clerks to
work a shift as short as an individual day-period. Therefore creel clerks work half-day shifts. The
first shift includes day-period 1 and half of day-period 2, the second shift includes the second half
of day period 2 and day-period 3. Currently, numbers of shifts are allocated equally between shift
1 and 2 and equally between day-types. Therefore, the random allocation of shifts results in the
random allocation of pairs of adjacent day-periods. Although this design results in day-period 2
being sampled twice as frequently as the other day-periods, only half of day-period 2 is sampled
each time, resulting in a similar sampling intensity. Numbers of shifts were originally allocated to
year-period/section combinations according to estimates of relative angling intensity. They are now
allocated according to expected relative harvest. These estimates are based on data from previous
creels. In each stratum the creel clerk work shifts are randomly chosen within two-week intervals
to avoid chance clumping of samples within short periods or long intervals of inactivity, either of
which are likely to reduce creel clerk performance.
Associated with each day-period sample of interviews is an instantaneous count taken midway
through day-period 1 or 3, or midway through the first or second half of day-period 2. Using
standard rather than random count times reduces the high variance caused by far fewer anglers
fishing early or late in the day. The positive bias inherent in this approach is currently being
reduced by multiplying the instantaneous count of anglers by a time period ('effective hour')
shorter than that of day-period 1 or 3, based on rough estimates by local fishery managers. For
example, the count from a day-period 1 lasting 4-h would typically be multiplied by 3.5h (see Hij
in (1) below). Direct estimates of bias have been estimated by taking time series of instantaneous
counts throughout each day-period in different strata on a number of typical lakes (Bayley et al.
1990b). Counts are made of shore anglers, boat anglers, and fishing boats. Fishing boat counts are
not currently used.
Calculation
The three primary statistical units are calculated for each stratum combination as follows. The
angling effort is estimated from the number of anglers multiplied by the hours fished in the time
interval for that unit.
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Eil=Aj . ~ 1
where Eij = effort (angler-hours) (the subscript j denotes the sample number for a specific date; i is
the stratum denoting a particular combination of year-period, section, day-period, day-type, and
boat/shore fishing), Ai = instantaneous count of anglers, and Hi = number of hours of fishing in
the day-period concerned. Occasionally, and in particular when few anglers are present, the total
angler-hours interviewed exceed Ai - Hij . In these cases the interviewed hours are used instead.
The harvest- or catch-per-unit-effort is the total number (or weight) of fish caught divided by the
number of hours fished by all boat or shore anglers interviewed in i, j.
Si= Cij/hij (2)
where Si = catch rate in number or weight of fish per angler-hour fished, Ci- = total number or
weight of fish caught by anglers interviewed during the time interval in i, and hi = total number of
angler-hours fished (party size times hours fished at time of each interview summed over all
interviews in i, j). Sij is therefore the mean of the angler party catch rates, each of which is
weighted by the angler-hours fished. The analysis combines completed and incomplete trips,
which therefore assumes that the catch rate is independent of the degree of completeness of each
fishing trip. Catch of fish is then estimated by multiplying effort by catch rate.
Yij = Eij Sij (3)
where Yi = harvest or catch of fish by number or weight in i, j. Eij and Sij are as above.
Thus for each date and day-period sampled, there is a value for effort (angler-hours), harvest
or catch (number of fish), and harvest- or catch-per-unit effort (number or weight of fish per
angler-hour) for each species selected and all species combined.
For each stratum i, a mean (eq. 4) and a variance (eq. 5) is calculated for each of the three
primary statistical units in (1), (2), and (3):
n
Xi =  Xij (4)
j=l
n
- (Xij)2 - [(yXij) 2 /ni] (5)
VAR(Xi) =
ni- 1
where Xij = either effort (Eij), catch (Yij), or catch rate (Sij ) for stratum i and sample j, and ni =
sample size in stratum i (i.e., number of dates creeled for a given stratum). Strata are combined to
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give means and variances for the new groups, which may include any combination of year-periods
and sections (Cochran 1963):
L
XST = [(Ni/N) • Xi] (6)
i=l
L
VAR(XST) = £ [(Wi2 . Si 2 )/ni] (7)
i=1
where Wi = Ni/N = stratum weight, Ni = maximum number of samples (i.e. dates) possible in
stratum i, N = maximum number of samples possible in all strata, and L = number of strata being
combined, Si2 = sample variance in stratum i, and ni as in eqs. (4) and (5).
Mean values per stratum for harvest or catch and effort are scaled up to estimate totals by
multiplying by N:
XTOT =XST-N (8)
where XTOT = estimated total for harvest, catch, or effort. Variance for total harvest or catch and
effort is scaled by N2 :
VAR(XTOT) = VAR(XST) * N2  (9)
Mean harvest- or catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) is given directly by (6) and variance of mean
CPUE from eq. (7). For all values that have variances associated with them, a confidence interval
is calculated.
X ± ta(SE) (10)
where ta = t value from tables at a significance level and SE = standard error. For harvest or catch
and effort
SE = 4VAR (XTOT)
and for CPUE
SE= VAR (XST)
Approximate [X(Ni2/ni)- Si 2 ]2
degrees = (11)
of freedom X[((Ni2 (Ni-ni)2 /ni 2 ) . Si 4 )/(n - 1)]
from (Cochran 1963).
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Outputs can be based on any combination of year-periods and sections, and contains a
breakdown of shore and boat angling, day-types, and day-periods. Any year-period/sections that
had negligible or no fishing activity are excluded from the design. Coalescing of strata
(destratification) can be performed on any combination of year-periods and sections, and/or angler-
types, day-types and/or day-periods. Coalescing is often performed across sections that were only
delimited for practical reasons or to combine data when any combination of strata had insufficient
samples because the design could not be fully implemented.
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(Software by Mark Thompson & Alan Citterman)
The permanent information stored in screens 1, 2, 3, and 13 (Figure 3) of the CREEL90 data
base does not change during the creel year and includes such items as region, district, and length-
weight regression parameters to estimate weights of fish caught by anglers. This information is
only entered once, using General Manager's data-entry routine (Section B.1). As with DOC9, all
other data entry uses custom-designed programs (B.2, B.3, B.4). The data-entry routine of
General Manager should not be used for screens 4-12. However, when correcting errors,
BROWSE/UPDATE should be used.
Stratum design information, stored in screen 4 (Figure 4), allows the creel manager to
designate how the lake will be divided by area and time periods. Stratification information is
entered using the program STRATA ENTRY (B.3).
Instantaneous count data are stored in screen 6 under the appropriate sampling date in screen 5
(Figure 4); it is the basic unit of measurement used to calculate fishing effort. Instantaneous count
data are entered in conjunction with interview data using the program DATA ENTRY. Finally,
interview data are entered into screens 7-12 (Figure 5), one interview at a time, using DATA
ENTRY (B.4). All interview information is entered at one time, including such supplemental
questions as distance traveled by the angler.
B.1 Permanent Data Entry
As shown in Figure 2, screens 1, 2, 3, and 13 are the top screens in CREEL. You must enter
data for the key fields before proceeding to the other screens.
1. Screen 1: As with DOC9, Region and District codes must be entered. Data for screen 1 should
only be entered once for the data base, so be sure that no duplicate screen 1 records are entered. If
duplicates exist, delete the erroneous records using <CTRL-D>. Next, up to 6 creel clerks can be
entered. A unique three-digit code (usually the initials) followed by the full name are entered. The
code is entered in all interviews and instantaneous counts in DATA ENTRY, which checks this
list. Once you have entered the data, press <RETURN> or <d> to save the data. Press <0(> to
return to the Data Entry Menu.
2. Screen 2: From the Data Entry Menu, select screen 2 and press <RETURN>. You will then be
shown screen 1 with the next to last line indicating that you are to ENTER KEY CRITERIA. You
must enter the same data for region and district that you just entered into screen 1 so that General
Manager can establish proper parentage. Enter the proper region and district (you will notice that an
= sign appears as a prefix for each entry) and press <i>. You will then be shown screen 2; you
are in the data entry mode (again, check the next to last line for an indication of which mode you
are in ). In screen 2, the only key criteria is Lake, which must be entered to connect subsequent
child records with that screen 2 record. Also, enter data for Acreage, and Shoreline Length and
Mean Depth if available. There is a long field for entering notes describing any peculiarities about
this creel survey. When finished, press <4> to save and then quit to the Data Entry Menu.
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Appendix B. Data Entry
3. Screen 3: From the Data Entry Menu, select screen 3 and press <RETURN>. As before, you
will be shown screen 1 but this time the previously entered criteria are given (notice the = signs). If
correct, press <d> and proceed to screen 2; enter the criteria for Lake and press <4> to move to
screen 3. The two keys in screen 3 are Year and First Date (the first day of the creel year given in a
month/day format). These data are important for later calculations. Consult a calendar to determine
the day of week on which the first day of the creel year falls and to find the dates of the listed
federal holidays. Once these data are entered, save the data as before and return to the Data Entry
Menu.
4. Screen 13: From the Data Entry Menu, select screen 13 (SPECIES-13) and press
<RETURN>. You will be asked to enter criteria for screens 1, 2, and 3. Data for screens 1 and 2
should be displayed; press <d> if these values are correct. For screen 3, enter Year and First
Date and press <4>. Screen 13 will then be displayed. This screen contains the information to
convert weights from lengths taken in the creel surveys (Appendix F). It is important that a and b
parameters from length-weight regressions be entered for each species that will be encountered in
the creel survey. If there is an indication of unusually high or low condition factors, obtain data
from the most recent fishery survey conducted on the lake by the district fisheries manager instead
of using Appendix F. Once these data are entered for all species, quit from data entry and return to
the Master Menu. Henceforth, all data entry in CREEL90 should use one of the programs accessed
under USER PROGRAMS selected from the Data Base Master Menu.
B.2 Supplemental Questions Editing
(software by Alan Citterman)
The supplemental question editor and file refer to a list of questions that may be asked as part
of the angler interview. These questions range from distance traveled to the amount of money
spent to any question of interest to the fisheries manager. To enter the editor, choose SUPP QUES
ED from USER PROGRAMS. This will load and run the program leaving you at the header
screen. Press <RETURN> to have the program read the file SUPPLEMENTARY, which contains
previously created questions stored on disk. You are then presented with a screen similar to the
one below.
SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS
USE KEY PROMPT # MIN MAX
Y A DISTANCE TRAVELED Y 0 9999
IN MILES
N B QUESTION Y 0 100
#2
N C QUESTION Y 0 100
#3
N D QUESTION Y 0 100
#4
A maximum of eight questions may be stored in the program. The first column, USE,
indicates if the question will be used in the survey, If Y, the question will be asked during data
entry after fish length data are entered. If N, the question is suppressed. The next column, KEY,
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is the data-base designator for the question and is the key field used by General Manager to search
for questions to be analyzed in output tables. The PROMPT column is the two-line phrase shown
on the screen during data entry. If the question requires a numeric answer (e.g., distance in miles),
the # column should have a Y; if the answer is in alpha characters (e.g., yes or no), N should be
entered in this column. This designation provides error checking during data entry. Alpha
characters cannot be entered if a numeric answer was specified.Similarly, MIN and MAX indicate
the lower and upper ranges accepted; values outside of the range will be rejected.
To edit the supplemental questions, press <RETURN> to move to the part that needs to be
changed. The arrow keys cannot be used to move backward; move to the bottom using
<RETURN> and then answer NO to the question IS THE DATA CORRECT? This will put the
cursor at the top of the screen and allow you to further edit the supplemental questions.
B.3 Strata Entry
(software by Alan Citterman & Mark Thompson)
From Data Base Master Menu, select UTILITIES, and then from the Utilities Menu select
RUN USER PROGRAM. You will be asked to select a data base. Select CREEL90. You should
now have the User Programs Menu on the screen. Select STRATA ENTRY and press
<RETURN>. A title screen will appear; to continue the program, press <RETURN>.
The STRATA ENTRY program will read the data in screens 1, 2, and 3 and ask you to select a
combination of criteria. Once you have selected the Region, District, Lake, and Year, a SECTION
DESCRIPTION screen such as the following will appear:















ENTER ZERO ACRES TO DELETE SECTION
You may now designate subdivisions (sections of the lake) for spatial stratification. Up to 10
sections are allowed; the acreage of each should be defined as well as a brief description of the
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section. The sum of the section acreages must equal the total lake acreage in screen 2 and listed
here under ACREAGE. These section designations comprise the spatial component of the stratum
(the temporal is discussed below), which is used in creel survey design and in statistical estimates.
Later, calculations may be done by individual stratum, any combination of strata, or the lake as a
whole.
Once section descriptions are complete, you are shown the screen that permits stratum
designation. This rather complex screen is divided into several different columns for each section
of the lake. Each column has five components: the first and last date of the period, the number of
days sampled per week, the number of fishable hours per day, and the number of hours creeled in
a day. STRATA ENTRY automatically places the first day of the creel year under the first period in
section 1. You are then asked to enter the last day of the period and the values for the three
additional parameters. The cursor then moves to the next period in that section and the next date
that needs to be accounted for in the stratum designation. This process is continued until all periods
are completed for the section. NOTE: Periods, from first to last, must account for a
complete year even if creel data were not collected during a time period. If no
activity occurs (e.g., if a section of the lake is closed for duck hunting), enter the appropriate data
and zeroes for the sampled days per week, fishable hours per day, and creeled hours per day.
The editing mode in STRATA ENTRY is entered by pressing the <SPACE BAR> several
times over the field where dates are entered. The command area at the bottom of the screen
indicates the available options. The arrow keys move the cursor and the current stratum available
for editing is marked by an asterisk (*). Entering an capital I (<I>) inserts an additional stratum
immediately after the current stratum, <D> deletes the current stratum, <C> copies the stratum
immediately to the left of the current stratum and writes the copy at the current stratum. If the
current stratum is the first in that section, <C> will copy the entire previous section into the current
section. Press <RETURN> to return to normal input mode.
To exit from stratum designation, get into edit mode and press <E> for exit. The program will
then check the stratum for missing days or improper days (e.g., too many days in a month). If an
error is found, you will be sent back to the stratum designation screen. When this screen is
validated, you will be asked if you want a printout of the strata and if you want to do more editing.
Once the stratum table is completed and saved, you are asked if you want to complete entries for
day-periods and effective hours for screen 4.
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Effective hours (EFF. HOURS)is estimated so that when it is multiplied by the instantaneous
count taken at a prescribed time, an unbiased estimate of total effort (angler-hours) is obtained for
each day-period (see Appendix A). Up to three periods are allowed but less than three can be used.
However, if less than three periods are used, the end time of the last period used must be entered in
the start time slot for the first unused period. The SECTION DESCRIPTION field is used to
designate a Day or Night creel by entering a D or N, respectively, as the first character. Now all the
basic information for the creel survey has been entered. Survey data are now entered using DATA
ENTRY.
B.4 Data Entry (Instantaneous Counts and Interviews)
(software by Mark Thompson & Alan Citterman)
The entry of survey data: instantaneous counts, and angler interviews is accomplished by using
the program DATA ENTRY. This program is accessed through General Manager and the Main
User Program Menu. First you are asked 'MAX. VOLUME# FOR MEDIA'. This is so that, for
the current session, you can inform the system how many chained 3.5-in disks will be written on
during the session. If you do not expect to exceed one disk, enter 5. If you are using, or expect to
use, a second disk, enter 10. Use the STATISTICS option in General Manager Utilities Menu to
find out how big the data base is getting.
Next you will be given a heading screen indicating the name, date, and programmers; press
<RETURN> to continue. You are then asked if your measurements are in English or metric units.
If English units were used to measure fish, the program runs an algorithm that converts the units,
taken to the nearest 0.5-inch, into centimeter groups. When an English measurement could
correspond to two or more 1-cm groups, a random number generator allocates that data to a single
1-cm group, taking into account the probability assignments to alternative groups.
As with STRATA ENTRY, you proceed through the sequence of selecting parentage for the
data to be entered. The program asks you to select the year and section (the year-period allocation
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is automatic when dates are entered). Then a checklist of up to 10 common species is presented for
optional editing for the current run. This list is checked first after any species code entry, and the
program questions any entry not on this list. This cuts down on typos. You are then asked if you
want to check any species for minimum lengths ('N' is the default). If you respond with 'Y', you
can enter up to 10 species followed by their minimum-allowed total lengths in cm. This is useful to
check for misidentification of stocked fish that are not present below a certain length, such as
striped bass in some lakes. All species/length entries are checked in a file for correct species code
and maximum size (as well as minimum size for those species designated). In case a record fish
was verified, the query for a fish exceeding the maximum length can be overridden. No species
group codes are allowed.
You are then asked to enter the date of the creel survey information. The program checks the
date against the appropriate stratum and determines whether it is a weekend/holiday or weekday
and brings up the first screen for data entry, the instantaneous count information.
The format of the instantaneous count screen mimics the field data sheet and permits convenient
data entry directly from the data sheets. All information is self-explanatory. The 3-digit creel clerk
identifier is requested. The last clerk code entered is presented as the default for convenience.
Wind, sky, and water level descriptors are the first letter of the word chosen as indicative of the
conditions (e.g., L for light winds). When you have answered YES to the question of whether the
data are correct, the information is saved as a record in screen 6. You can then enter additional
screen 6 records for the same creel day. If you have no further data to enter, press <ESC>.
Angler interview data are entered in four stages. The first stage is data on the angler (e.g., time
of interview, party size), the second and third stages accept information on harvested and released
fish, respectively, and the fourth on supplemental questions (e.g., distance traveled). In the first
stage, the 3-digit creel clerk identifier is requested as before. Then interview number and time are
requested, which refer to the sequence of anglers interviewed in the creel day and the actual time
that the interview occurred, respectively. Interview numbers are presented automatically for
convenience, but they can be changed. Boat or shore fishing is designated with a B or S, and
incomplete interviews with an I. Complete interviews are designated with a Z, unless they are split
Completed split interviews need to be linked (Chapter 2). This is done by giving them a 1- or 2-
alpha-digit code which is unique for that date (the code should not be a Z, I, or C). An interview
split over 2 or 3 day-periods can be combined for completed trip interview statistics. Party size is
the number of anglers in the party, species sought is a standard three-letter species code (Appendix
G) or group code (2 in Appendix H), and hours fished is the number of hours fished at time of
interview. Use decimal hours, for instance 1.75 for lh 45min.
Each species code is checked in Screen 13 for length/weight conversion parameters. If a record
does not exist a warning is given. If the warning is overridden, the length data is written and a
record with zero values for 'a' and 'b' parameters is written in Screen 13 for the new species code.
After this data entry session, the parameter values for that species code must be entered in the
Screen 13 record (using BROWSE/UPDATE) otherwise zero weights will be calculated for that
species in STATCALC.
Data on all harvested fish are entered, one species at a time, for each line on the screen.
Slashes or commas separate individual fish measurements and hyphens separate the lower and
upper lengths of a group count. For group counts, the number of fish in the group is requested.
For example, if the angler caught four largemouth bass of 36, 37, 39, and 42 cm, 10 bluegill
ranging from 15 to 20 cm, and a large bluegill of 24 cm, the data would be entered as on page 30
(page 29 does not exist).
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Page 29 missing from the bound original




BLG 15-20 ............... AMT 10
BLG 24
Group counts must be placed on a separate line from that of individual fish lengths. Fish
lengths separated by slashes or commas are assumed to be for single fish. If more than one fish
has the same length, enter them separately or use group input. For example, if two LMB have
lengths of 35 cm, enter as 35/35 (or 35,35) or as a group with length range of 35-35 and an
amount of 2. The program will not accept a line with both a group count and an individual length
or with more than one group count.
If there are too many individual fish measurements to fit on one line, use the same species code
and continue entry on the next line. By default, the next line displays the last species code entered,
so a <RETURN> will suffice for species entry in these cases. Similarly, if you fill the screen, save
the current screen by answering YES to the question of whether you have more harvested fish
data. This will refresh the screen and allow entry of additional data. To exit from harvest data
entry, press <ESC>. Individually measured, harvested fish are stored as screen 8 records while
group counts of harvested fish are stored as screen 10 records. Corresponding data for released
fish are stored as screen 9 and 11 records, respectively (Figures 1-1 and 1-4).
Data on released fish are entered using the same format as for harvested fish. When completed'
with data entry, press <ESC> to quit. After all fish data are entered, you are asked to enter data on
designated supplemental questions. Once this is done, data entry for the current interview is-
complete and you are ready for the next angler interview. You may continue to enter data or press
<ESC> to quit.
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Appendix C. Degrouping of Count Data
(Software by Mark Thompson & Alan Citterman)
General Information
Because CREEL90 allows group counts of fish to be entered (with associated minimum and
maximum lengths) rather than only individually measured fish, a program was needed to allocate
grouped fish into centimeter groups in an equitable manner. The program DEGROUPING
accomplishes this by using a simple algorithm and a random-number generator. DEGROUPING
searches screens 10 and 11 for species for which group counts were entered. For each of these
species, the program finds all individually measured fish from records in screens 8 or 9 and
formulates a master length-frequency distribution. Each master distribution is from either harvested
or released data, depending on whether the group count was from screen 10 or 11, respectively.
Then the group count data, upper and lower range, and number are read into the program one
species at a time. The upper and lower lengths of the range are compared with the master length-
frequency distribution for that species. The fish in the group count are allocated based on direct
proportions to the number of fish in that section of the length frequency. For example, if there is a
group count of 10 bluegill with a length range of 15-20 cm and the length frequency from
individually measured fish is as follows in the middle column, the group count will be allocated as
in the right column:
MASTER ESTIMATED FREQUENCY







If there are no individually measured fish in the range, DEGROUPING randomly allocates the
correct number of fish within the length range. Statistical error involved with this allocation
algorithm is negligible compared with sampling errors due to between-angler variation, providing
that length ranges of group counts are small.
Degrouping
DEGROUPING is run from the Main User Program Menu on the Ramfactor loader disk
containing DATA ENTRY. The program acts on the entire data set and should be run after data
entry has been completed to provide a good set of master length frequencies for each species. A
copy of the original data set should be maintained so that the program can be repeated if necessary.
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Once loaded, DEGROUPING asks if a list of species found should go to the printer. This is
useful to check for unusual species that may not have length/weight parameters in Screen 13. Then
the program requests the selection of one of the following:
1. GROUPED BY YEAR PERIOD
2. ALL IN ONE GROUP
3. IN SEPARATE GROUPS
Any of these choices presents a table which you can edit to direct how the program constructs
master length frequencies for different strata. The default is 1, because we have found that seasonal
differences due to fish growth rather than spatial effects, can produce different master length
frequencies. Too much subdividing, as in 3, can result in some species groups being poorly
represented, increasing the frequency of random allocations to group counts. You must group
similar strata to reduce the incidence of random allocation. The default would produce the





PER OF SECTION OF LAKE
YEAR 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 00
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3









ARROWS TO MOVE, <CR> TO ENTER VALUE,
G TO GO. ENTER 0 TO UNGROUP A STRATUM
The logic is identical to the selection of strata for coalescing (Chapter 3). In this case, four
master length frequencies would be formed for each species, corresponing to the pooled data
within each year-period. Numbers can be edited (see Chapter 3) to provide different groupings
(e.g., each of these numbers could be different, indicating that each stratum would be degrouped
separately). However, we have not yet found alternatives to this default necessary.
DEGROUPING will search each stratum individually for grouped fish, create a master length
frequency for each species in that stratum, and allocate the grouped fish in the stratum based on
that length frequency. The program will then move to the next stratum automatically.
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When you have the grouping table arranged, enter G for 'go'. You are then asked if all species
should be degrouped in the same manner. The default is 'Y'. If you answer 'N' to this question,
you will be presented with a new grouping table for each species. When length ranges of group
counts are small, any refinements will produce differences in the final results that are negligible
compared with the best confidence intervals.
When finished, DEGROUPING will have completed all chosen stratum and species, allocated
all group counts to individual centimeter categories, and erased the old group count records. This
can sometimes expand data bases from large lakes to the extent that an additional disk is required.
The data base is now complete and ready for analysis and tabular output.
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Appendix D. Control of Auxiliary Memory
(Software by Robert F. Illyes)
Auxiliary memory is used to store RLF (Raw Length Frequency) files generated by CREEL
and DOC9 programs, and LWA (Length Weight Age) files from DOC9 programs. It is used to
allow fast storage and retrieval of data to be accessed by various tabular and graphic output
programs. The RAM space for auxiliary memory is now located on Ramfactor (Figure 1) and is
50% larger than when it was stored on the 80-col. card. Everything on Ramfactor will be retained
by the Ramcharger even when you turn off the computer, but remember to back-up the GM data to
3.5" or 5.25" disks.
The following features are found in programs, such as COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ, STOCK
INDEX TABLE, CHECK AUX.MEMORY, and TRANSFER AUX=>DOS that utilize auxiliary
memory.
Working with auxiliary memory is somewhat analogous to reading a book with each page
representing a file, such as an RLF file. When the POINTER MENU appears, you are positioned
to the cover of the book, or to what is the top of the memory stack. By pressing <RETURN> you
advance to the first file in the stack or to what would be the first page of the book. To access a file
lying within the stack, you essentially flip through the book page by page (that is move through the
stack file by file by pressing <RETURN>), until reaching the file of interest.
This process of paging is called positioning the pointer. The pointer is essentially the
computer's book mark of where you are in auxiliary memory (i.e."the stack"). Unlike paging
through the book, however, paging through auxiliary is unidirectional. You can only move from
the top to the bottom of the stack, one file at a time. To move back up in the stack (say you move
the pointer one file beyond the file that you'd actually want to work with) you must go back to the
very top of the stack ( the '-' command in the POINTER MENU), then <RETURN> down
through the stack again. This is not very inconvenient because it is fast.
When the POINTER MENU appears, the main things that you want to do are:
(1) check the auxiliary memory to see how much memory is available,
(2) check on the files currently saved in auxiliary memory and, most importantly,
(3) position the pointer to a location in the stack where the RLF files produced from the current
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ run can be saved.
If you want to 'play it safe' in positioning the pointer to avoid writing over any files, moving to
the bottom of the stack by using the 'E' command (see definition below) is best, unless you have
very little auxiliary memory remaining. Positioning the pointer above the bottom of the stack (i.e.
marking a book several pages before it's end) at the location of an existing file will cause that file
and any files below it to be overwritten by the RLF files being saved from the current
supplementary program run. Essentially you're ripping out all book pages from the bookmark on,
discarding them, and replacing them with new pages-the RLF files newly created by the
supplementary output program.
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Positioning the pointer to the top of the stack will cause every file in auxiliary memory to be
overwritten by the new RLF files, leaving no old files below the new RLF files. When deciding
where to position the pointer, be sure that the pointer is positioned below any RLF files that
haven't been used for producing length-frequency histograms. Once RLF files have been used for
producing histograms, however, they're expendable and can be overwritten.
Since there are over 44,000 bytes of auxiliary memory available for RLF files and each file
requires only approximately 300 bytes of memory, a large number of RLF files reside in auxiliary
memory at any given time. Thus it's possible to create and save a large number of RLF files.
After you have positioned the pointer, press 'Q' to exit to the menu and start the routine that
actually saves your RLF files to auxiliary memory or retrieves them, depending on the program.
In summary the commands in the POINTER MENU do the following:
- places the pointer at the top of the stack.
<RETURN> moves the pointer down one file (or to go back to the book analogy, to the next
page) and displays the name of the file saved in that location.
E lists all files in auxiliary memory from the current position of the pointer to the end of the
stack. This command effectively executes a series of <RETURN>s and leaves the pointer at the
bottom of the stack.
M lists the amount of memory left from the current position of the pointer down. Thus for a
pointer at the top of the stack, pressing 'M' will display 44,000 bytes. If you then move down
through the stack and press 'M' you'll see the amount of memory decrease with each
<RETURN>. The display of available memory includes the memory taken up by any files below
the pointer in the stack. This is because any files sitting below the pointer, when you exit the
pointer menu, will be overwritten when you proceed to saving the RLF files from the current
COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ run.
Q Exits the pointer menu, leaving the auxiliary memory pointer at its current location in the
stack. Quitting does not move the pointer back to the top or down to the bottom of the auxiliary
memory stack. Once 'Q' is pressed no <RETURN> is necessary.
Files saved in auxiliary memory remain on the Ramfactor in memory either until the Ramfactor
is powered down or until they're overwritten by other RLF files saved to the Ramfactor.
Uploading different Creel programs to the Ramfactor or different creel data sets does not wipe out
the current contents of auxiliary memory. Thus, you can save a whole series of RLF files for one
lake, then analyze a different lake and save RLF files from it, load up the standard creel output
programs, run STATCALC on still other lakes, then come back days later to use the files that you
originally stored in auxiliary memory to produce length-frequency histograms (not that this is a
recommended approach for producing reports, but it is a viable option).
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Appendix E. Creating Length Frequency Histograms
(Software by Robert F. Illyes)
A command reference is in the FORTH GRAPHICS PACKAGE (Chapter 5: DOC9 User's
Manual. A detailed step-by-step procedure for producing length frequency histograms using
FORTH commands is given here.
(1) Enter the Forth graphics package by selecting 'Option 5. FORTH' from the Creel Output
[Supp.] Programs menu in General Manager. You may also enter Forth through 'Option 2.
FORTH GRAPHICS PACKAGE' of the Ramfactor Main Menu.
(2) Set the pointer to the top of the stack in auxiliary memory by typing 'TOP' then pressing
<RETURN>.
(3) To see the file at the top of the stack in auxiliary memory, type 'SEE'.
(4) Next position your pointer to the first file to be plotted, by pressing <RETURN> until the name
of that file appears. If the first file on the stack (the one displayed by 'SEE' after the 'TOP'
command was entered) is the first RLF file to be plotted, then simply move to the setp below.
(5) Load the RLF file from auxiliary memory to main memory by typing 'RLF and pressing
<RETURN>. This command overwrites any previous RLF data in the main memory. Therefore,
you can load only one RLF file and create only one histogram at a time.
(6) To create and display the length frequency histogram for the RLF file, type 'HISTO' and press
<RETURN>.
(7) Next, to get a more detailed plot, adjust the maximum values of the X and Y axes. To do this
use the WIDE (for the x axis) and HIGH (for the Y axis) commands. Since Forth works like an
HP calculator, i.e. in Reverse Polish Notation, the argument for a command is entered before the
command itself. Thus, the format for HIGH and WIDE is:
<maximum value> <HIGH or WIDE> <RETURN>
An example would be to decrease the height of the Y-axis from a default of 1000 to 250. Enter
"250 HIGH <RETURN>", then enter "HISTO <RETURN>" to display a new version of the
histogram with a maximum Y of 250. Axes should be adjusted to give a fairly detailed plot that
displays all length frequency data, while not being too skewed to the right. Axes (especially the Y-
axis) should have an maximum value that is displayed on the plot. Scales are displayed as follows:
The X-axis is displayed with major tics (tics with accompanying numbers), for every 10 cm,
minor tics every 2 cm.
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Tics for the Y-axis are displayed as follows:





(5600- ) 1000s 500s
The origin (0,0) is standardized for all plots, therefore plots can only be adjusted by changing
the maximum width or height of the axes. When adjusting scales, FORTH allows commands such
as HIGH, WIDE, and HISTO to be entered on the same line, without having to include
<RETURN>s between each command. You can therefore adjust both axes and display the newly
scaled histogram with one command line. For instance, "500 HIGH 70 WIDE HISTO
<RETURN>" is equivalent to "500 HIGH <RETURN>", "70 WIDE <RETURN>", "HISTO
<RETURN>". The exception to this is the RLF command, which must stand alone when entered.
When printing a RELEASED fish RLF plot, maintain the same X-scale as that used for the
HARVESTED fish RLF plot. This makes comparisons of the two plots for a given species a lot
easier.
(8) Once your plot is set, add a line of text for the figure description. This is done using the
FIGURE command. Typing FIGURE followed by a line of text (no more than 80 characters long)
and <RETURN>, will display that text, preceded by the word FIGURE, directly below the
histogram. A good standard legend for the length frequency plots for the first interim report is:
FIGURE <no. of the plot for that creel>. <lake name> 1990 DAY CREEL THRU 6/15.
<HARVESTED or RELEASED> '<species code>' BY ALL ANGLERS.
Ex: "FIGURE 4. WELDON SPRINGS 1990 DAY CREEL THRU 6/15. HARVESTED 'LMB'
BY ALL ANGLERS."
A figure legend should give the lake name, year of the creel, whether it's a day or night creel,
the time frame covered (i.e. partial data set or final data set), which species is being displayed,
whether the plot is of harvested or released fish, and whether data from all anglers or just a specific
type of angler are displayed.
Note: If your figure legend has a typo in it, you can't correct it by simply retyping the FIGURE
command. Doing this will only superimpose the correct line over the line in error.
To display the histogram with the correct FIGURE legend, first type "HISTO <RETURN>" to
redisplay the histogram without a FIGURE legend. Then reenter the correct FIGURE line.
(9) Once the plot has a legend it's ready to print. To preview what the printed output will look like
enter the command "ALL <RETURN>". This redisplays the histogram, the figure legend plus axes
labels and a line below your figure description describing the histogram and the number of fish
included in the histogram. The additional text display appears, by default, on all length frequency
histograms and can't be changed by the user. To get a hardcopy of this display, enter "PRINT
<RETURN>".
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A total of three (3) plots can fit onto a single page. Be sure to keep track of the number of the
figure being printed, to keep the numbering of further plots for that lake in consecutive order. It's
also wise to take the printer off line (press the SEL key to turn the SEL indicator light out) and
execute several line feeds (by pressing the L.F. key several times) after each plot, to even out the
display of plots on the page. If line feeding, remember to return your printer on-line by pressing
the printer's SEL button again. Also, after the third plot, be sure to advance the printer paper past
the start of the next sheet. This will prevent a single plot from being printed over two pages.
(10) After the histogram is printed, the screen display should clear automatically, placing you back
in text display mode. At this point you can proceed with creating the next plot. If, during the
creation of a plot, you need to clear the graphics display, the FORTH command "TXT
<RETURN>" will clear the screen and leave you in 80 column mode. The command "TEXT
<RETURN>" will clear the screen and leave the display in 40 column mode.
To proceed with plot creation, reposition the pointer to the next file in the auxiliary memory
stack by typing "SEE <RETURN>". If the next RLF file to be plotted is lower in the stack,
continue to press <RETURN>, as in Step 4 above, until you're positioned at that file. If you
overshootthe RLF file, remember that paging through auxiliary memory is a one-way process; so
you'll have to move back to the top of the stack with "TOP <RETURN>", then enter "SEE
<RETURN>" and continue <RETURN>ing until you're down to the correct RLF file. Also be
sure to execute a "SEE" prior to the first <RETURN> after printing a plot. Entering just a
<RETURN> alone to position the pointer should position the pointer to the next RLF file;
however, you won't see the file name displayed!
(11) To exit the FORTH Graphics Package type "QUIT <RETURN>". This will return you to the
Ramfactor Main Menu.
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Appendix F. Length-Weight parameters by species
REVISED 10 Sept. 1990
Used as default parameters in SCREEN 13 of the GM CREEL90 database, unless a specific lake
indicates unusually high or low values. See Appendix G for species codes.
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Appendix G. Species and hybrid codes allowed for FAS data bases.
(originally compiled by Gary Lutterbie, additions by INHS staff)
SPECIES CODE COMMON NAME






























































ESD EASTERN SAND DARTER
FAD FANTAIL DARTER
FCF FLATHEAD CATTISH


















































NBL NORTHERN BROOK LAMPREY

























































































































BGH BLUEGILL X GREEN SUNFISH
BOH BLUEGILL x ORANGESPOTTED SUNFISH
BRH BLUEGILL X REDEAR SUNFISH
BWH BLACK X WHITE CRAPPIE
GWH GREEN SUNFISH X WARMOUTH
LBH LONGEAR SUNFISH X BLUEGILL
LGH LONGEAR SUNFISH x GREEN SUNFISH
MMH LARGEMOUTH X SMALLMOUTH BASS
PBH PUMPKINSEED x BLUEGILL
PGH PUMPKINSEED X GREEN SUNFISH
RGH REDEAR SUNFISH X GREEN SUNFISH
RLH REDEAR SUNFISH X LONGEAR SUNFISH
RWH REDEAR SUNFISH X WARMOUTH
SFH HYBRID SUNFISH SP.
WBH WARMOUTH X BLUEGILL
Other species hybrids:
BSH BLACKSIDE X SLENDERHEAD DARTER
CGH CARP X GOLDFISH
GBH GRASS X BIGHEAD CARP
HSH HORNEYHEAD CHUB X STRIPED SHINER
RSH RED SHINER X SPOTFIN SHINER
RUH REDFIN SHINER X NOTROPIS SP.
SBH HYBRID STRIPED BASS
WSH SAUGEYE (WALLEYE X SAUGER)
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Appendix H. Species Group Codes allowed for FAS data bases
(1) Group codes allowed in DOC9 Screen 6 for subsampling:
CRP CRAPPIE SPP.
MIN ALL MINNOW SPP. EXCEPT CARP
SHA SHAD SPP.
SUN ALL SUNFISH SPP. EXCEPT BASS AND CRAPPIE
(2) Group codes allowed in CREEL Screen 7 for Species Sought:
BSS BLACK BASS SPP. (includes LMB, SMB, SPB and MMH)
CAT CATFISH SPP. EXCEPT BULLHEADS
CRP CRAPPIE SPP.
MOR STRIPED BASS (includes SBH, STB, WHB and YLB)
MUS TIGER MUSKIE/MUSKELLUNGE
SUN ALL SUNFISH SPP. EXCEPT BASS & CRP
ANY ANY GROUP NOT CORRESPONDING TO THE PREVIOUS 6 GROUPS OR
ANY SPECIES CODE
(3) Group codes allowed in CREEL COMP.TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ Output Program as taxa for
Fish/Completed Trip and Length Frequency outputs:
BSS BLACK BASS SPP.
CRP CRAPPIE SPP.
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Table 1. An output from COMP. TRIP/SUPP/L.FREQ.
TABLE WASHINGTON COUNTY LAKE 1989 COMPLETE DAY CREEL









































HOURS PER COMPLETED TRIP:
MEAN 95X CONF.INTVL. OF MEAN MIN. MAX. #SAMPLES
BOAT 3 2.9 - 3.1 ( 3%) .5 10 639
SHORE 2.5 2.4 - 2.7 ( 6%) .5 8 242
BOAT & SHORE 2.9 2.8 - 3 ( 3s) .5 10 881
134 SAMPLES WERE FROM SPLIT INTERVIEWS OF COMPLETED TRIPS
47.1%. OF ALL 1870 INTERVIEWS WERE COMPLETED TRIPS
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA:
QUESTION MEAN 95% CONF.INTVL. OF MEAN MIN. MAX. #SAMPLES
DI STANCE TRAVELLED
IN MILES 36.4 35.6 - 37.2 ( 2%) 5 300 1862
SUCCESS RATING 1-10?
5 4.9 - 5.1 ( 3%) 1 10 1869
IS CATCH ILLEGAL?
CLERK NOTED 34 OUT OF 1870 INTERVIEWS HAD ILLEGAL CATCHES


















PARTY SIZE VS. # INTERVIEWJ
BOAT SHORE
1 305 1 105
2 590 2 236
3 192 3 158
4 70 4 99











Table 2. An output from FINAL.EFFORT
EFFORT TABLE FOR THE FULL DAY *** DAY ***
REGION :=4 LAKE :=WASHINGTON COUNTY
DISTRICT :=13 YEAR :=89











































































































































TABLE WASHINGTON COUNTY LAKE 1989 COMPLETE DAY CREEL CONTINUED
DAYTIME DATA FOR LAKE=WASHINGTON COUNTY CREEL BEGUN IN YEAR=89




























































































































































































Table 3. An output from FINAL-CATCH
HARVESTED AND CPUE TABLE *** DAY ***
REGION :=4 LAKE :=WASHINGTON COUNTY
DISTRICT :=13 YEAR :=89
ACREAGE :245 SAMPLING RATIO :=760/1476 = 51.4%
RATIO OF EFFORT HOURS INTERVIEWED := 10192.7/73021.8 = 13.95%
NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS: 2002
COMBINED ACROSS STRATA:
YEAR PERIOD 03/15 TO 04/08 OF SECTION 1
YEAR PERIOD 04/09 TO 04/30 OF SECTION 1
YEAR PERIOD 05/01 TO 05/31 OF SECTION 1 COALESCED WITH
YEAR PERIOD 06/01 TO 06/15 OF SECTION 1
YEAR PERIOD 06/16 TO 08/31 OF SECTION 1
YEAR PERIOD 09/01 TO 09/30 OF SECTION 1
YEAR PERIOD 10/01 TO 10/31 OF SECTION 1
YEAR PERIOD 11/01 TO 11/15 OF SECTION 1
MSC SPECIES CAUGHT:




FISHING TYPE: BOAT/SHORE STRATIFIED
FISH: HARVESTED
SPEC #/HR 95% CI # HARVST 957. CI #/HA #/ACRE
BLB .000 +-.00 (102 %.) 116 +-285 (146 %) 1.17 .48
BLG .478 .421-.536 ( 12 %) 36890 32512-41268 ( 12 %.) 372.05 150.57
CCF .143 .123-.162 ( 14 %) 11531 10092-12970 ( 12 %) 116.29 47.07
FCF .000 +-.000 (208 7.) 5 +-15 (208 %.) .05 .02
LMB .035 .028-.041 ( 19 %) 3159 2652-3666 ( 16 %) 31.86 12.90
RSF .031 .021-.041 ( 33 %) 2024 1480-2568 ( 27 %) 20.42 8.26
WHC .098 .069-.126 ( 29 %) 8291 6665-9918 ( 20 7.) 83.62 33.84
YEB .054 .044-.064 ( 19 7.) 3171 2637-3705 ( 17 /.) 31.98 12.95
YLB .000 +-.000 (220 %.) 4 +-11 (220 %) .04 .02
MSC .000 +-.002 (103 7.) 114 +-278 (144 7.) 1.15 .47
TOT .839 .769-.910 ( 8 7.) 65305 59878-70732 < 8 %) 658.64 266.55
SPEC KG/HR 95%7 CI KG HARVST 95% CI KG/HA AVG WT(G)
BLB .000 +-.000 (103 7.) 47 +-118 (151 .) .476 407.5
BLG .038 .033-.042 ( 12 7.) 2899 2536-3261 ( 13 7.) 29.233 78.6
CCF .073 .061-.084 ( 16 %.) 6109 5176-7041 ( 15 7.) 61.610 529.8
FCF .000 +-.000 (208 %) 4 +-13 (208 %.) .042 877.6
LMB .027 .023-.032 ( 18 %) 2633 2190-3076 ( 17 %) 26.556 833.5
RSF .005 .003-.006 ( 37 %) 305 209-401 ( 31 7.) 3.077 150.7
WHC .008 .006-.010 < 27 7.) 656 523-788 ( 20 %.) 6.613 79.1
YEB .002 .001-.002 ( 20 7.) 93 76-109 18 %.) .935 29.2
YLB .000 +-.000 (220 7.) +-3 (220 7.) .009 237.1
MSC .000 .000-.000 ( 77 7.) 27 1-52 ( 96 %) .270 234.5
TOT .152 .138-.166 < 9 %7.) 12773 11581-13965 < 9 %.)128.820 195.6
SPEC LB/HR 95% CI LB HARVST 95% CI LB/ACRE AUG WT(LB)
BLB .000 +-.001 (103 %.) 104 +-261 (151 %) .425 .8983
BLG .083 .073-.093 < 12 7.) 6390 5591-7189 < 13 %.) 26.082 .1732
CCF .160 .135-.186 ( 16 %7.) 13467 11411-15523 < 15 %7.) 54.968 1.1679
FCF .000 +-.000 (208 %7.) 9 +-29 (208 %) .038 1.9348
LMB .061 .050-.072 ( 18 7.) 5805 4827-6782 < 17 7.) 23.693 1.8376
RSF .010 .006-.014 ( 37 7.) 672 461-884 ( 31 %) 2.745 .3322
WHC .017 .012-.021 ( 27 %) 1446 1154-1738 ( 20 %.) 5.900 .1743
YEB .004 .003-.004 < 20 %) 204 167-241 ( 18 %) .834 .0644
YLB .000 +-.000 (220 %) 2 +-6 (220 %) .008 .5227
MSC .000 .000-.000 ( 77 %) 59 2-116 ( 96 7) .241 .5169
TOT .336 .305-.367 < 9 %) 28159 25531-30787 < 9 %)114.934 .4312
S ,_"..AUXILIARY MEMORY" FOR RLF & LWA FILES (43 K)
0
.FIVE CHAINED, 140K, GM DATA VOLUMES (700 K)
4 4
L _...RAMDRIVE 2: GENERAL MANAGER (GM) MASTER (14
RAMDRIVE 1: GM WORKING PROGRAMS, DISK UTILr
FORTH GRAPHICS OR DATA ENTRY PACKAGE (140
RAMFACTOR POWERED INDEPENDENTLY OF COMPUTER











USED FOR WRITING AND READING A GM DATA BASE UP TO
4--. 5 140K VOLUMES (700K) OR FOR LOADING INTO RAMDRIVES
1 AND 2 ON THE RAMFACTOR CARD
DRIVE 1 USED FOR WRITING RLF AND LWA AUXILIARY FILES
AS DOS 3.3 FILES USING TRANSFER AUX=>DOS'.. THESE
4--- FILES CAN BE READ BY FORTH GRAPHICS AND LWA FILES
ARE COMPATIBLE WITH S.P.S. STATISTICAL PACKAGE
DRIVE 2 USED FOR WRITING AND READING A GM DATA BASE
- OF A SINGLE, 140K VOLUME
(ALSO USED FOR WRITING GROUP TEXT FILE FROM CREEL
PROGRAM, STATCALC)
FIGURE 1. New Apple le hardware modifications and software locations
for Fisheries Analysis System (District FAS)
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